THE SOUTH AFRICAN CITRUS PSYLLID, **Triozia erytreae** (Del Guercio) (Homoptera:Psyllidae)\(^1\)

**Frank W. Mead**

**Introduction:** The psyllid, *Triozia erytreae* (Del Guercio), is an important pest of citrus in Southern Africa where heavy infestations can cause economic injury to new growth, particularly that of nursery stock, by producing pitting, curling, and stunting of leaves. More importantly, this psyllid is a vector of the mycoplasma-like organism that causes greening disease. Greening was described by Rossetti (1975) as "the most serious citrus problem in South Africa where it affects the major citrus species irrespective of rootstock, reducing yields and making a higher percentage of fruits worthless." Neither greening nor the vector *T. erytreae* presently occurs in the United States and perhaps not in the New World; however, diseases similar to greening (more likely the closely related citrus stubborn disease) have been reported from South America (Brazil, Argentina, Peru). The leafhopper-vectored California stubborn already is a problem in "hot areas" of California and Arizona where Bobé et al (1974) reported symptom expression as severe.

The Asiatic citrus psyllid, *Diaphorina citri* Kuwayama, the vector of greening in the Orient, was reported from Brazil by Costa Lima (1942). Quarantine officials should be alert to the possible importation of diseased citrus nursery stock and psyllid vectors originating from infested countries.

**Fig. 1.** Magnified underside of citrus leaf infested with *Triozia erytreae* (Del Guercio), showing characteristic pits; some empty, some with nymphs.

**Fig. 2.** South African citrus psyllid, *Triozia erytreae* (Del Guercio). All stages to same scale. A—egg; B—the 5 nymphal instars with 3rd instar shown as newly moulted; C—gravid Q; D—Q in feeding position. Illus. from Catling & Annecke (1968)

**Description and Identification Notes:** Catling (1972b) reported that *Triozia erytreae* and *Diaphorina citri* are the only psyllids known to breed on citrus. He modified this in 1974 by reporting that 2 non-vector species of *Diaphorina* were observed on citrus in Swaziland. It is pertinent in the following description of *T. erytreae* to include some of the contrasting characteristics of *D. citri*. Adult (Fig. 2): Body length usually about 2.2mm but variable from 1.9 to 2.5mm; body width usually 0.5mm (see Moran and Blowers, 1967); forewing approximately 3mm long, clear, unspotted (milky, heavily marked with brown

---

\(^1\) Contribution No. 370, Bureau of Entomology

\(^2\) Taxonomic Entomologist, Div. Plant Industry, P. O. Box 1269, Gainesville, FL 32602
IN *D. citri*! Newly emerged adults with black eyes and overall pale green color that darkens with maturation, resulting in color of head, antennae except near base, tibiae, tarsi, and dorsal abdomen becoming dark brown to black; femora mostly pale yellow, with brownish streak dorsally; hind legs stouter than front 2 pairs and with basal portion of tibiae pale (*in D. citri* legs equally stout, femora brown; tibiae and tarsi pale yellow to tan; antennae mostly pale brown, dark brown at tip). Nymphs (fig. 1 & 2): Length 0.3 to 1.7mm, width 0.12 to 1.06mm, depending primarily on instar; all 5 instars usually pale yellow with red eye spots, but general color varies to yellowish orange, light green or grey; 2 abdominal spots appear in 4th instar and become darker and more prominent in 5th instar; all instars with complete fringe of white waxy filaments around body (large waxy filaments on abdomen only in *D. citri*); filaments short at beginning of each instar, increasing considerably in length during intermoult period, and number of filaments increasing with each moult (approximately 50 filaments first instar, 100 2nd, 200 3rd, 300 4th, 450 5th, according to Moran and Blowers (1967)); wing buds appearing in 2nd instar; wing pads of mature nymphs "small" (as opposed to "massive" in *D. citri*); nymphs occurring in open gall or pit, with only dorsal surface exposed on underside of leaves (in *D. citri* no gall formed, nymphs completely exposed). Egg (fig. 2): Length usually 0.29mm, width 0.13mm, according to Moran and Blowers (1967); smooth and pale yellow and oviposited mostly along edges of young leaves with long axis of egg horizontal to surface (in *D. citri* eggs are laid on tips of growing shoots, on and between unfolding leaves, and long axis is vertical to surface).

**TAXONOMY:** Synonyms include *Aleurodes erythreae*, *Tiaria merwe*, *Spanioziza erythreae* and *S. erythreae*; see Capener (1970) for citations and details. He noted that *Tiaria erythreae* was originally described as *Aleurodes erythreae* in 1918 from a nymph thought to be an aleyrodid.


**BIONOMICS:** McClean and Oberholzer (1969b) reported that *Tiaria erythreae* was the vector of greening disease. This stimulated numerous studies on its life history and bionomics, and plant pathologists increased their research on greening. Space limitations do not permit mention here of more than a small fraction of the information available. Some of the more comprehensive, recent works by workers in Africa include a series of papers by Catling, McClean, Moran, Schwarz, and their co-workers (see selected references). The feeding of large numbers of *T. erythreae* produces no significant toxic manifestation in plant tissue, whereas *Diaphorina citri* has been reported to cause chlorotic spots, the shedding of flushes and blossoms, and severe dieback. Catling (1973b) reported the incubation period of *T. erythreae* varied from 6-15 days and nymphal development from 17-43 days, both being strongly correlated with mean temperature. The oviposition period ranged as 3-5 days and longevity 17-50 days. Adults mate several times. Under insectary conditions mated females laid 217-1305 eggs. He concluded that *T. erythreae* does not appear to possess strong dispersal powers. Catling and others have noted that this psyllid has no diapause; that on dormant trees when little or no flush is available for breeding sites, adults feed for long periods (2-3 months) on mature leaves. Egg laying is initiated by the presence of flush, and the reproductive potential is extremely high. Catling (1972b) observed a maximum of more than 2500 eggs from 1 female. From several years of study he concluded (1972a) that populations were mainly regulated by 2 density-independent factors: flushing rhythm of citrus and the occurrence and sequence of lethal weather extremes. Populations develop much better in cooler weather; hot summer days cause high mortality. Factors of lesser importance were natural enemies, citrus flush quality, interspecific competition with citrus aphids, and intraspecific competition. He prepared a population model for *T. erythreae*. Catling (1972a,b) reported at least 8 species of parasitic chalcidoid wasps associated with the nymphs of *T. erythreae* in the egg and adult stages escaping attack. The principal parasite, *Tetraestichus radiatus* Waterston, occurs widely throughout citrus-growing areas of southern Africa and is also an important parasite of *Diaphorina citri* in India. *T. radiatus* is relatively unaffected by routine applications of insecticides. Catling and Anneeck (1968) discussed and illustrated the life stages of *T. radiatus*. This and other parasites were reported in detail by Catling (1969b), and Catling (1970a) also mentioned that predators assiisted in controlling the citrus psyllid by midsummer and on into autumn and winter.

**HOST PLANTS:** *Tiaria erythreae*, in Africa, prefers the varieties of introduced citrus to its own native hosts (*Rutaceae*).

**GREENING:** This disease is variable in its manifestations but typically results in bitter, acorn-shaped, lopsided fruits that mature only on 1 side, with the immature side remaining green when the fruit ripens, hence the name greening. Seeds turn brown and are aborted. Leaf symptoms often resemble zinc deficiency. Angular blighting has been considered specific for the disease and consists of blotches of yellow on dark, greenish gray leaves (Schneider, 1968). In trees affected with greening disease the infection sclem is complete; some branches show leaf and fruit symptoms, others bear normal leaves and fruit. In addition to visible symptoms in the field, other diagnostic procedures include: grafting of suspect tissue onto indicator plants; transmission tests using the psyllid vector; identification of gentisoyl glucose, a volatile fluorescent material isolated from extracts of the albedo of affected fruit and/or bark from infected citrus trees. Schwarz and Van Vuuren (1970) reported that the standard method used in South Africa to index fruits of sweet orange for the presence of greening was to view the cut surfaces of the fruit under ultra-violet light for fluorescence. Testing of bark extracts has been done by the more tedious chromatographic process. Feldman and Hanks (1969) reported tests of citrus trees in Florida and California which exhibited disease symptoms similar to greening. None of the Florida trees tested, including those with citrus blight and young tree decline symptoms, was positive; however, positive tests were obtained from California citrus having stubborn disease. Isolates from citrus having
LEAF MOTTLE DISEASE IN THE PHILIPPINES AND DIEBACK AND STEM WITTING IN AUSTRALIA ALSO WERE POSITIVE FOR GENTISOY GLUCOSE. CITRUS STUBBORN HAS BECOME A SERIOUS PROBLEM IN MOROCCO. CALAVAN (1968) REPORTED THAT GREENING HAS BEEN KNOWN IN SOUTH AFRICA SINCE 1929. BY 1948 THE DISEASE WAS THOUGHT TO BE OF VIRUS ORIGIN BUT LAFLÈCHE AND BOVÉ (1970a,b) REPORTED THE PRESENCE OF MYCOPLASMA-LIKE BODIES IN STEVE TUBES OF SWEET ORANGE PLANTS INFECTED WITH THE SOUTH AFRICAN STRAIN OF GREENING. CATLING (PER CAPOOR ET AL, 1974) REPORTED THAT IN SOUTH AFRICA TRILOZA ERYTREAES DOES NOT REQUIRE AN INCUBATION PERIOD AND BECOMES INFECTIVE AFTER 24 HOURS ON DISEASED TISSUES. THE GREENING PATHOGEN PERSISTS FOR AT LEAST 2 TO 3 WEEKS IN ADULTS, BUT NYPHMS DO NOT APPEAR TO TRANSMIT IT, AND THERE IS NO EVIDENCE FOR TRANSVARIATIONAL TRANSMISSION. CAPOOR ET AL (1974) REPORTED THAT IN INDIA DIAPHORINA CITRI REQUIRED AN INCUBATION PERIOD OF ABOUT 21 DAYS, AND THAT 4TH AND 5TH INSTAR NYPHMS CAN ACQUIRE THE PATHOGEN AND BECOME VECTORS FOR LIFE AFTER A LATENT PERIOD OF 5 TO 9 DAYS. GREENING DISEASE AND STUBBORN DISEASE OF CITRUS HAVE SEVERAL CHARACTERISTICS IN COMMON BUT DIFFER IN THE OPTIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR THE EXPRESSION OF SYMPTOMS, GREENING REQUIRering COLDER TEMPERATURES, DEVELOPING BEST A LITTLE BELOW 22-24°C, WHEREAS STUBBORN SYMPTOMS ARE BEST EXPRESSED AT 30-35°C. THERE ARE SEVERAL STRAINS OF THE GREENING CAUSAL ORGANISM IN ASIA ALSO, AND SOME RESIDE VIRTUALLY SYMPTOMLESS IN THEIR HOSTS, REQUIRING SPECIAL DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES TO BE PROVED POSITIVE. RECENTLY SCIENTISTS PROVED THAT CITRUS STUBBORN IN CALIFORNIA IS CAUSED BY A MYCOPLASMA-LIKE ORGANISM CALLED SPIROPLASMA CITRI SAGLIO, LAFLÈCHE, BOVÉ, AND BOVÉ, AND THAT IT IS TRANSMITTED BY LEAFHOPPERS (CICADELLIDAE). SPIROPLASMAS ARE HELICAL, MOTILE, WALL-FREE PROKARYOTES RECENTLY RECOGNIZED AS A DISTINCT NEW GROUP OF MICROORGANISMS REFERABLE TO THE MOLLICUTES. BOVÉ AND SAGLIO (1974) REVIEWED DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE MYCOPLASMA-LIKE BODIES CAUSING GREENING AND STUBBORN, WITH THE GREENING ORGANISM, IN PARTICULAR, BEING MORE REMOVED FROM TRUE MYCOPLASMAS. KNORR (1967) DISCUSSED SYMPTOMS OF GREENING AND THE POSSIBILITY OF IT AND/OR STUBBORN BEING IN FLORIDA. HE AND OTHERS HAVE OBSERVED FLORIDA CITRUS HAVING SYMPTOMS SIMILAR TO THESE DISEASES, BUT THE NEGATIVE TESTS OF FELDMAN AND HANKS (1969) HAVE HELPED TO DISPERSE THE THOUGHT THAT THESE DISEASES ARE PRESENT IN FLORIDA. IF GREENING-INFECTED CITRUS STOCK TOOK TO MAKE ILLEGAL ENTRY INTO FLORIDA, BUDDING AND GRADING COULD SPREAD THE PATHOGEN, BUT IT IS DOUBTFUL IF GREENING WOULD BECOME A MAJOR PROBLEM WITHOUT THE ACCOMPANYING INTRODUCTION AND POPULATION EXPLOSION OF THE PSYLLID VECTORS. THE ASIATIC STRAINS OF GREENING ARE MORE OF A THREAT. THE SOUTH AFRICAN STRAIN OF GREENING IS NOT READILY TRANSMISSIBLE BY BUDDING AND GRADING, BUT CAPOOR ET AL (1974) REPORTED THAT A HIGH PERCENTAGE OF TRANSMISSION WAS OBTAINED IN INDIA BY BARK, LEAF-PATCH, AND SHOOT GRADING. REGARDING STUBBORN, THE VECTOR ON CITRUS IS THE LEAFHOPPER, SCAPHYTOPUS NITIDUS (DELONG), KNOWN FROM GUATEMALA (PERSONAL COMMUNICATION WITH DR. C. A. MUSGRAVE, 1976), MEXICO, AND CALIFORNIA. STUBBORN SYMPTOMS IN ARIZONA, IMPLY S. NITIDUS IS THERE ALSO. SEVERAL OTHER SPECIES OF SCAPHYTOPUS ARE PRESENT IN FLORIDA. THEY ARE NOT KNOWN TO BREED ON CITRUS AS S. NITIDUS DOES. THERE IS A GREATER STATISTICAL CHANCE THAT BOTH STUBBORN AND A VECTOR COULD BECOME ESTABLISHED IN FLORIDA COMPARED TO THE EFFECTS OF ITS VECTORS, ALTHOUGH REGULATORY AGENCIES ARE EXERCISING THE GREATEST DILIGENCE TO PREVENT ILLEGAL ENTRY OF DISEASED CITRUS AND UNWANTED INSECTS. KNORR (1967) WROTE THAT, "GROWERS WOULD BE WELL ADVISED TO LEAVE THE SELECTION OF BUDDOW TO AN AGENCY SUCH AS THE BUDWOOD REGISTRATION PROGRAM THAT IS ALERT TO THE RECOGNITION OF GREENING SYMPTOMS AND THAT SEeks TO AVOID SUSPICIOUS SOURCES OF BUDDOW REGARDLESS OF THE SOURCE." THE ILLEGAL ENTRY OF 8 STARRY RUBY GRAPEFRUIT STOCK INTO FLORIDA IS A CASE IN POINT (SEE JONES, 1976). HANNON (1976) MENTIONED CITRUS DISEASE PROBLEMS IN BRAZIL RESULTING FROM SMUGGLING OF ILLEGAL MANDARIN BUDDOW INTO THAT COUNTRY.
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